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A B S T R A C T   

In X-ray breast imaging, Digital Mammography (DM) and Digital Breast Tomosynthesis (DBT), are the standard 
and largely used techniques, both for diagnostic and screening purposes. Other techniques, such as dedicated 
Breast Computed Tomography (BCT) and Contrast Enhanced Mammography (CEM) have been developed as an 
alternative or a complementary technique to the established ones. 

The performance of these imaging techniques is being continuously assessed to improve the image quality and 
to reduce the radiation dose. These imaging modalities are predominantly used in the diagnostic setting to 
resolve incomplete or indeterminate findings detected with conventional screening examinations and could 
potentially be used either as an adjunct or as a primary screening tool in select populations, such as for women 
with dense breasts. The aim of this review is to describe the radiation dosimetry for these imaging techniques, 
and to compare the mean glandular dose with standard breast imaging modalities, such as DM and DBT.   

1. Background 

Digital mammography (DM) and digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) 
are currently considered as the gold standard in breast cancer screening 
of asymptomatic women. The successful deployment of such imaging 
tools was possible due to technological advances during the last three 
decades, mainly due to improvement in image quality of X-ray detectors 
and due to the use of more appropriate X-ray beam quality [1–6]. 
However, these standard breast imaging tools present some limitations. 
Firstly, both DM and DBT require uncomfortable breast compression. 

Secondly, tissue superposition in conjunction with the relatively 
small difference in energy-dependent X-ray attenuation coefficients 
between carcinoma and fibro glandular tissue is a major challenge with 
DM [7,8]. DBT partly alleviates this challenge by reducing the tissue 
superposition [9]. 

The proportion of breast volume occupied by fibro glandular tissue 
increases with breast density, which is a known risk factor for breast 
cancer [10], and could also mask lesions making it more challenging to 

detect abnormalities in dense breasts, particularly for soft tissue lesions 
without microcalcifications [11]. The breast density-dependent perfor-
mance of DM and DBT for screening is well-established, with substantial 
reduction in sensitivity for women with dense breasts [12–16]. 

Among non-ionizing imaging techniques, adjunctive screening with 
either hand-held or automated breast ultrasound in women with dense 
breasts is becoming increasingly common, as it has the potential to 
improve cancer detection rate albeit with a risk of increased false pos-
itives findings [12,17,18]. Furthermore, supplemental imaging tech-
niques with high sensitivity and specificity, such as dynamic contrast- 
enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (DCE-MRI) is also practiced in 
select populations, such as in women with high-risk for breast cancer 
[19,6,20–22]. 

In X-ray imaging, when considering women with extremely dense 
breasts, typically DBT with reconstructed synthetic images are used [5]. 
Also, DBT in combination with DM (commonly referred to as the 
“combo” mode) can be used, even if did not show an improvement in 
cancer detection rate, and it is associated with an approximate doubling 
of the radiation dose [3,5]. 
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In addition to DM and DBT, emerging X-ray imaging tools have the 
potential to address the aforementioned limitations and can bridge the 
gaps for multiple clinical tasks. Two such imaging tools are dedicated 
Breast Computed Tomography (BCT) and Contrast Enhanced 
Mammography (CEM). These two imaging techniques presents some 
substantial difference in the irradiation setup with respect to the stan-
dard DM and DBT. BCT is based on 360◦ X-ray acquisitions around the 
uncompressed breast in pendant position and provides cross-sectional 
images of breast. In comparison, DBT is based on partial or limited- 
angle tomography of the compressed breast with the patient in up-
right position and the images are planes/slices along the X-ray projec-
tion. The use of contrast media in CEM and potentially with BCT, and the 
different spectral qualities used for image acquisition in BCT and CEM, 
are other factors that differentiate the imaging and dosimetric perfor-
mances of these techniques from the standard DM and DBT. 

In this review, the main basic concepts of breast dosimetry protocols 
in BCT and CEM are reviewed. The introduction to the dosimetry 
methodology will permit the reader to infer the dose-related quantities, 
such as mean glandular dose and air-kerma that are already in part used 
for BCT and CEM. 

The dosimetric performances of BCT and CEM are compared with 
standard diagnostic and screening procedures (DM and DBT). Finally, 
the potential role of these modalities in screening programs will be also 
discussed. 

2. Breast computed tomography (BCT) 

Dedicated breast computed tomography, commonly referred to as 
breast CT (BCT), is an emerging modality. The first prototype dedicated 
BCT systems were developed in the late 1970 s [23,24]. These early- 
generation BCT systems were single-slice scanners using Xenon gas de-
tectors [23,25]. The pendant breast was surrounded by a water bath and 
injection of iodinated contrast media was necessary due to the limited 
dynamic range of these detectors [23]. The images were reconstructed 
to 1.56 mm × 1.56 mm with slice thickness of 10 mm. In a study of 1625 
women, BCT and mammography detected 94 % and 77 % of the 78 
cancers [24]. However, the radiation dose was substantially higher than 
mammography and hence was not clinically adopted. The seminal work 
by Boone et al. [25] that demonstrated the feasibility of BCT at radiation 
dose comparable to mammography renewed interest in this technology 
[23]. 

Currently, there are two commercial BCT systems available. A main 
distinction between these two systems is related to the different irradi-
ation geometry setup – cone-beam and fan-beam [26] (see Fig. 1). The 
fan-beam BCT system performs helical acquisition with photon-counting 
detector [27], referred to as H-BCT, and is similar to conventional 
whole-body multi-detector CT (MDCT). The cone-beam BCT [28–30], 
referred to as CB-BCT uses a large-area flat-panel detector, where the 
entire breast volume is imaged in a single scan. In addition, several 
commercial entities and academic researchers are developing and 
investigating clinical prototype BCT systems, including CB-BCT with 
various X-ray source trajectories [31–33], CB-BCT with an offset- 
detector [34], slot-scan BCT where a rectangular detector scans the 
breast along the fan-angle direction in each projection view [35], and 
upright BCT where women positioning is similar to DM and DBT but 
without breast compression [36,35]. 

The commercial BCT systems are mostly used for diagnostic imaging, 
either with or without iodinated contrast administration. Comparing 
CB-BCT for diagnostic imaging with diagnostic DM workup, a reader 
study with 18 radiologists showed improved sensitivity and non- 
significant change in specificity of non-contrast CB-BCT over DM- 
based diagnostic workup [37]. In their review, Zhu et al [26] report in 
general higher sensitivity of non-contrast BCT with respect to breast 
ultrasound, DBT and DM, whereas the results concerning specificity are 
equivocal [26,38]. Comparing DCE-MRI and contrast-enhanced BCT, 
sensitivity and specificity were either similar or marginally better with 
DCE-MRI [26,38]. 

3. Contrast enhanced mammography (CEM) 

CEM is an emerging diagnostic technique that is being increasingly 
adopted clinically and can be used to improve the diagnostic accuracy 
with respect to other techniques used in routine breast imaging [15,39]. 
CEM leverages the neoangiogenesis associated “leaky vessels” to image 
the contrast uptake, similar to DCE-MRI. The working principle of CEM 
is to use a contrast material (iodine-based) that enables the acquisition 
of two images; one each at low and high X-ray photon energy, straddling 
the K-edge of iodine corresponding to 33.2 KeV [8]. It is important to 
remark that in literature CEM is also referred to as Contrast Enhanced 
Spectral Mammography (CESM), Contrast Enhanced Digital Mammog-
raphy (CEDM) or Contrast Enhanced Dual-Energy Mammography 
(CEDEM) [15]. 

Contrast-enhanced spectral mammography (CESM) based on dual- 
energy acquisition has been introduced in the clinic. Its clinical adop-
tion is uneven among imaging sites and will take several years before it 
is broadly adopted for routine diagnostic imaging [15,40]. The low- 
energy images (LEI) are acquired with 26–33 kVp spectra and the 
high-energy images (HEI) are acquired with 44–50 kVp spectra, both 
after contrast administration [41,40]. The anatomical information in 
HEI is not suitable for diagnostic purposes due to low contrast. It is used 
for post-processing to generate the recombined or iodine-only image 
that shows areas of contrast enhancement. In clinical practice, the 
radiologist reads the LEI and recombined (or iodine-enhanced) images 
[15]. The total breast compression time of a single exposure depends on 
breast composition and thickness, and the time could vary from 2 s to 20 
s. Several studies indicate comparable or superior sensitivity and spec-
ificity of CEM compared to DM, especially in women with dense breasts 
[42]. 

4. Radiation dosimetry 

Given the potential of these two tools, primarily for diagnostic im-
aging and possibly for screening, the aim of this review is to discuss the 
mean glandular dose (MGD) from these imaging modalities. For all 
modalities and variations in technology, breast dosimetry follows the 
general formalism described by Eq. (1) of [1] that is reported below for 
completeness: 

Nomenclature 

Acronyms 
BCT Breast Computed Tomography 
CB-BCT Cone Beam Breast Computed Tomography 
CEM Contrast Enhanced Mammography 
CEDM Contrast Enhanced Digital Mammography 
CEDEM Contrast Enhanced Dual Energy Mammography 
CESM Contrast Enhanced Spectral Mammography 
CF Conversion Factors 
DM Digital Mammography 
DgNCT Normalized Glandular dose coefficients for CT 
DBT Digital Breast Tomosynthesis 
EUREF European Reference Organization for Quality Assured 

Breast Screening and Diagnostic Services 
H-BCT Helical Breast Computed Tomography 
HEI High Energy Image 
LEI Low Energy Image 
MDCT Multi Detector Computed Tomography 
MGD Mean Glandular Dose 
MQ Measurable Quantities  
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Doseorgan = CF • MQ (1) 

Where the conversion factor (CF) depends on the geometrical setup 
(beam source, energy, and distance source-target) used for image 
acquisition and on the breast model (shape, size and composition of the 
breast). The CFs are obtained from Monte Carlo simulations. The 
measurable quantity (MQ) depends on the modality/technology and 
varies in terms of the location of measurement. The location at which the 
air Kerma is measured in BCT differs from DM and DBT; in DM and DBT, 
the air Kerma is measured at skin entrance, whereas in BCT the air 
Kerma is measured at the axis-of-rotation (also referred to as isocenter). 
Most breast cancers begin in the glands or ductal epithelium. Hence, the 
dose to the breast (organ dose) is reported using the Mean Glandular 
Dose (MGD) metric, which allocates the radiation dose to the “at-risk” 
fibroglandular tissue. 

4.1. Dosimetry in CB-BCT 

In CB-BCT, the X-ray beam width along the chest-wall to nipple di-
rection (cone angle) is approximately 20 cm. This extent is larger than 
the 10 cm ionization chamber commonly used during quality control 
audits of whole-body MDCT systems. Thus, in each projection, the 
ionization chamber is completely in the X-ray field-of-view. Hence, the 
measurable quantity (MQ) is the air Kerma (AK) in units of mGy. This is 
a free-in-air measurement without any phantom and is measured at the 
axis-of-rotation (isocenter). 

The CF is derived from Monte Carlo simulations for a specified breast 
model and is referred to as normalized glandular dose coefficient 
(DgNCT, in units of mGy/mGy). Unlike digital mammography and DBT, 
the breast is not compressed during a CB-BCT exam. Hence, for deter-
mining the DgNCT from Monte Carlo simulations, the breast is modeled 
as a semi-ellipsoid with the minor axis corresponding to the radius of the 
semi-ellipsoidal breast at the chest wall and the major axis representing 
the chest wall to nipple distance. Data from clinical studies [31,32] 
indicate that the average radius of the breast at the chest-wall is 
approximately 7 cm and the average chest-wall to nipple distance is 
approximately 10.5 cm. The thickness of skin comprising epidermis and 
dermis (and excluding subcutaneous fat) measured from CB-BCT is 
approximately 1.45 mm [43,44]. The breast is modeled as a homoge-
nous mixture of adipose and fibroglandular tissue. Data from clinical 
studies using CB-BCT show that the glandularity or fibroglandular 
weight fraction for an average breast is approximately 15 % [45,32] and 
differs from the 50 % glandularity assumed for breast dosimetry in early 
studies. During Monte Carlo simulations to determine DgNCT, the semi- 
ellipsoidal breast model is aligned with the axis of rotation, 

corresponding to the location of air Kerma measurement. The energy 
deposited to the breast is apportioned based on the glandularity used in 
the breast model. 

DgNCT for CB-BCT have been reported by several research groups to 
reflect the imaging geometry, tube voltage and target/filter combina-
tion. In terms of imaging geometry, these include studies reporting the 
DgNCT coefficients for the typical circular trajectory of the X-ray source 
[31,46], for the circle-plus-line X-ray source trajectory [47], and for 
offset-detector geometry [48]. These studies cover the range of tube 
voltages and target/filter combinations used in various BCT systems and 
prototypes. While all BCT systems currently use tungsten target, the X- 
ray beam filter can be Al, Cu, combination of Al and Cu, or K-edge filters 
such as La and Ce [49] to provide a quasi-monochromatic beam. 

The metric for reporting the dose to the breast is the Mean Glandular 
Dose (MGD) and is the product of the conversion factor (DgNCT) and the 
measured air Kerma. The ionization chamber/radiation dosimeter may 
need additional calibration by an accredited laboratory as most of the 
current breast CT systems operate in the range of 49–60 kV, which is not 
in the range used commonly in mammography, radiography or whole- 
body MDCT. 

4.2. Dosimetry in H-BCT 

In standard CT dosimetry, the concept of computed tomography dose 
index (CTDI) is well established. This metric provides a technical mea-
sure of scanner performance and is routinely performed as part of 
quality control audits. For an axial scan: 

CTDI∞ =
1
Cz

∫+∞

− ∞

D(z)dz (2) 

where, D(z) is the dose distribution along the z-axis and Cz is the 
collimation width, also referred to as the beam width, at the axis-of- 
rotation. The z-axis is the line perpendicular to the rotational plane of 
the X-ray source. For n slices, each with slice thickness of T mm, Cz =

nT. The CTDI assessed with a 100 mm long pencil ionization chamber is: 

CTDI100 =
1
Cz

∫+50mm

− 50mm

D(z)dz (3) 

Further extensions include the CTDIw that weights the measurements 
performed at the center and periphery of the specified phantoms, and 
the CTDIvol that extends the method to helical acquisition. 

It is well recognized that the CTDI metrics do not represent the dose 
to organ, but a dose index for monitoring system performance. However, 

Fig. 1. b: Koning breast CT: women lies prone with one breast suspended through a tabletop opening into the imaging field, the X-ray tube and the flat-panel detector 
rotate 360◦ around the breast for a single continuous acquisition. d: Advanced breast CT: women lies in a prone position on the tabletop, the examined breast is 
positioned in an aperture without compression, the gantry moves up and down independently allowing for spiral acquisition (Figure reprinted under permission of 
European Radiology journal [26]). 
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the CTDI free-in-air measurement, i.e., without any phantom, can be 
combined with Monte Carlo simulations to obtain the MGD. The CTDI-
free,air is: 

CTDIfree,air =
1

MIN(nT, 100mm)

∫ +50mm

− 50mm
D(z)dz (4) 

In H-BCT, the beam width along the chest-wall to nipple direction is 
40 mm or less, and is smaller than the 100 mm long ionization chamber. 
Hence, the normalization in Eqn. (4) is the beam width. Monte Carlo 
simulations are used to determine the CTDI free-in-air to MGD conver-
sion factors by considering the X-ray spectrum used for data acquisition, 
imaging geometry, and scan trajectory. 

4.3. Dosimetry in CEM 

Concerning breast dosimetry, the formalism for MGD estimation in 
CEM follows Eq. (1). Dance et al. [50] published several conversion 
factors for use in CEM. The dosimetric formalism is the same as DM and 
DBT, the difference being that the tabulated values reflect the X-ray 
spectra used. The conversion factors are calculated for voltages between 
40 and 50 kV filtered by copper [50]. In this study no consideration was 
done for the effect of iodine contrast media on the breast dose, since less 
than 5 % reduction in the transmission of X-rays through the breast is 
expected. 

5. Mean glandular dose (MGD) from clinical studies 

The MGD from these modalities needs to be considered in the context 
of the clinical application. For screening, the MGD needs to be within the 
limits specified by regulatory authorities and preferably similar to or 
lower than the standard DM and DBT. It is important to recognize the 
limits specified by regulatory authorities are for a single acquisition 
either for a standard breast or for specified compressed breast thickness. 
The United States Food and Drug Administration (US FDA) [51] spec-
ifies a limit of 3 mGy for a standard 4.3 cm thick phantom, which ap-
proximates a 5 cm thick breast. EUREF protocol specifies an acceptance 
limit of 2.5 mGy for 4.5 cm thick PMMA, which approximates a 5.3 cm 
thick compressed breast [52]. It is important to recognize the MGD 
would increase substantially for thicker compressed breasts. For 
screening, it is common to acquire two standard views. If the modality 
intends to replace these two standard views, then acceptance level is 
interpreted as twice the regulatory limit. For diagnostic workup using 
DM and DBT, the number of views, and consequently the MGD, would 
vary individually based on clinical need. 

5.1. Mean glandular dose (MGD) from CB-BCT and H-BCT 

A clinical study using CB-BCT aimed at maintaining the MGD com-
parable to standard 2-view mammography reported a MGD value of 6 
mGy [28]. For a quasi-monochromatic beam with Ce filter, absorbed 
radiation dose measurements using radiochromic film reported that 
approximately 4.5 mGy dose is achievable [53]. Thus, it is possible for 
BCT to achieve dose values comparable to standard 2-view mammog-
raphy, which could pave the way to its transition for screening 
applications. 

For non-contrast CB-BCT targeting diagnostic imaging (not 
screening), the goal is to maintain the radiation dose to be comparable to 
a diagnostic mammography workup. Paired studies with DM and non- 
contrast CB-BCT for diagnostic workup show that the MGD from non- 
contrast BCT (13.9 ± 4.6 mGy) is comparable to the MGD from diag-
nostic DM workup (12.4 ± 6.3 mGy) and with a smaller range [54]. 
Progressive improvements in BCT technology have further reduced the 
MGD to 7.2 ± 2.6 mGy [16] and subsequently to 5.85 mGy [55] for 
diagnostic imaging. 

For contrast-enhanced BCT, ty-pically-two scans are performed; one 

prior to and one after administration of iodinated contrast media that is 
similar to temporal subtraction method used in early versions of CEM. 
Thus, the MGD from contrast-enhanced BCT will be approximately 
double of non-contrast BCT. For contrast-enhanced CB-BCT, an initial 
study reported MGD of 8–32 mGy [56,55]. A subsequent study reported 
MGD of 11.7–15 mGy. Another study reported that the MGD can be 
reduced to 5.9 mGy by foregoing the pre-contrast scan and acquiring 
only the post-contrast CB-BCT, without loss of diagnostic accuracy [57]. 
In the case of contrast-enhanced H-BCT, if the spectral discrimination 
capabilities of the photon counting detector technology are leveraged 
then one post-contrast acquisition would be sufficient [58]. 

5.2. Mean glandular dose (MGD) from CEM 

Breast tumor growth is accompanied by the development of vascu-
lature, which can be of poor quality and can leak. For this reason it was 
proposed that CEM could have the potential to provide both functional 
information and improved visualization of the morphology of a cancer 
by reducing the visualization of the overlaying and surrounding tissues 
in the image [50,59]. 

The first attempt in using CEM was performed by using a digital 
subtraction technique [40]. The approach consisted in acquiring an 
image before contrast medium administration and another after the 
contrast administration. However this approach was soon abandoned 
due to difficulties in co-registration of unenhanced and contrast- 
enhanced images [60]. Successively, contrast-enhanced spectral 
mammography (CESM) has been introduced, based on dual-energy 
breast exposure, about 26–33 kVp for low energy images (LEI) and 
44–50 kVp for high energy images (HEI), both after contrast adminis-
tration, so that the pre-contrast exposure was no longer needed [40]. 

Fusco et al. [39] compared the MGD from DBT and CEM and 
concluded that the variability in breast compression affecting the com-
pressed breast thickness (CBT) could influence the MGD in CEM. The 
MGD from both techniques met the European Reference Organization 
for Quality Assured Breast Screening and Diagnostic Services (EUREF) 
[52] recommendations for maximum dose in DM (MGD less than 2 mGy 
for a 4.5 cm breast thickness and less than 6.5 mGy for a 9 cm breast 
thickness). As expected, there were significant differences in MGD for 
both CEM and DBT between the two standard views. Gennaro et al. [61] 
reported population-based studies of the MGD from CEM in two hospital 
units. The MGD from CEM differed by 6.2 % between the two centers 
and were attributable to the study populations’ characteristics and to 
manufacturing differences between the two systems. Also, the MGD 
from CEM was about 30 % higher than that of standard DM. This MGD 
increase is comparable to that observed for DBT (with respect to DM) 
[61]. On average 70 % of the total dose is from the LEI, and the 
remaining 30 % is from the HEI [61]. Hendrick [62] also reported a small 
increase in MGD for CEM relative to DM or DBT. 

5.3. MGD distribution in breast volume 

When comparing dosimetric differences among different techniques, 
such as DM, DBT and BCT, in addition to the MGD values comparison, it 
is important also to consider the MGD distribution inside the breast 
volume. Specifically, the absorbed dose variation within the breast 
volume may influence radiation-induced cancer risk [63]. The MGD 
gradient for DM or DBT is substantially higher than in BCT [64,65], 
mainly due to the imaging geometry in 2D vs 3D acquisition, and partly 
due to the difference in spectral quality (higher X-ray energy are used in 
BCT). For DM and DBT, the absorbed dose is higher at skin entrance, 
whereas the MGD distribution is more uniform in CB-CBCT [64] (see 
Fig. 2). The MGD variation over the breast volume ranged 65 % − 140 % 
for CB-BCT, whereas it was 15 % − 400 % for DM [65] In addition, it is 
important to remark that, for a given imaging modality, the absorbed 
dose distribution is also dependent by the glandular fraction distribution 
and breast thickness. MGD distribution for CEM is expected to be similar 
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as DM, since mostly the same irradiation setup of DM is used for CEM. 

6. Closing remarks 

CEM and BCT are two promising diagnostic techniques. For diag-
nostic imaging, the performance of CEM and BCT are comparable or, in 
some cases, superior to the standard imaging tools (DM and DBT). For 
diagnostic imaging, the MGD from CEM and BCT are comparable to DM 
and DBT-based diagnostic workup. The number of images for diagnostic 
depends by the specific clinical task. Considering for example an average 
number of about four views for diagnostic purposes with standard DM, 
and one-view for BCT, the MGD of BCT and DM are comparable or less 
[54]. 

In order to understand the MGD from BCT and CEM examinations for 
potential use in screening programs, the MGD values were compared 
with standard modalities (DM and DBT) in Fig. 3. The EUREF MGD limit 
for one-view mammography acquisition [52] for an equivalent breast 
thickness of 5.3 cm is also shown. The data reported for DM, DBT and 

CB-BCT were taken from [29,55], the data for H-BCT from [27] and the 
data for CEM from [62]. It is important to remark that such as com-
parison is only indicative, since for the MGD can vary among screening 
protocols, such as DM, DBT, or the combination of DM and DBT, and is 
dependent on breast thickness and glandularity. Also, a strict compari-
son of MGD should be performed taking into account the imaging per-
formance of each modality. 

The MGD values reported refer to a breast thickness (performed 
mostly in phantom measurements) interval among 4.5 cm and 6 cm. The 
data reported are therefore subject to uncertainties related to breast 
thicknesses, glandularity and exposure parameters. Nevertheless, the 
data reported in Fig. 3 allow for some context about the possibility of 
introducing new technologies in breast screening programs. It is 
important to stress that the data of Fig. 3 (DBT, DM and CEM) are for 
one-view acquisition. Considering only one-view acquisition, the MGD 
interval for CEM already fall almost inside the EUREF MGD limits. 
Gennaro et al. [61] showed that dose concerns for CEM should not be an 
obstacle for future clinical implementation, both for diagnostic 

Fig. 2. Coronal and middle axial slices of the 
glandular dose distributions in DM, DBT and 
BCT for breast phantom. The dose distribu-
tions are embedded in the corresponding 
slices of the digital phantoms. Compressed 
breast thickness = 66 mm; equivalent diam-
eter at the center of mass of the uncom-
pressed phantom = 109 mm; glandular 
fraction by weight of the uncompressed 
phantom = 21 %. It was assumed a MGD of 
1 mGy (Figure reprinted under permission of 
Physica Medica journal [64]).   

Fig. 3. MGD interval values for each imaging tool, as reported in literature [55,29,62]. For DM, DBT and CEM, the MGD values are for one-view acquisition. For CB- 
BCT and H-BCT, the MGD values are for a single scan. Blue line represents the MGD maximum value, as suggested by EUREF [52], permitted for one-view image 
acquisition in mammography in the case of an equivalent breast thickness of 5.3 cm. 
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evaluation of recalled subjects and for screening of specific populations. 
MGD values of H-BCT and CB-BCT are higher than the DBT, DM, CEM 
and EUREF limits. However, most screening programs use two view- 
acquisitions for DM and DBT. Thus, the MGD values associated with a 
single H-BCT or CB-BCT scan are comparable with two-view acquisitions 
performed with DM and DBT. 

However, concerning BCT dosimetry, a further effort will be neces-
sary in order to harmonize the dosimetric protocols. For example, sig-
nificant differences in dose estimations could be found because of the 
methods used in H-BCT and CB-BCT. Specifically, the methods to 
calculate air-kerma to dose conversion coefficients, some bias in MGD 
estimation could be introduced when using different breast models. 
Also, the choice of dosimeter (ionization chamber vs solid-state detec-
tor) used to measure air-kerma [66,67,27] could introduce variability 
[68,69]. 

Concerning dosimetric issues in CEM, the MGD value associated to 
this imaging tool is quite close to those of DM and DBT, as shown in 
Fig. 3. However, further studies could be focused on the dose delivered 
to the breast in the presence of a contrast agent. The Dance et al. [50] 
dosimetric formalism takes into account only the difference of the X-ray 
energy spectra, when performing CEM with respect to DM or DBT 
(performed at lower energies). In CESM the two images are acquired 
both after iodine administration, and for this reason, even for the LE 
spectrum, the energy absorption in proximity of the contrast material 
could be significant. 

Finally, dosimetric performances of BCT and CEM, as reported in this 
review, are already close to the standard modalities (DM and DBT). Also, 
given their respective benefits (functional information plus morpho-
logical information for CEM, complete 3D information for BCT), CEM 
and BCT could potentially be of value for other clinical applications 
including breast cancer screening in select populations, such as for 
women with high life-time risk, or for women with dense breasts 
[29,70,61]. In order to translate these techniques for screening, the 
MGD needs to meet regulatory requirements. For CB-BCT, numerous 
techniques including sparse view acquisition and/or short-scan acqui-
sition in conjunction with advanced statistical image reconstruction and 
deep-learning assisted reconstruction are being explored. 
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